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Karger Announces Cooperation with Kudos and Figshare

The international Swiss-based biomedical publisher Karger has partnered with Kudos to support authors in their search to increase reach and impact of the articles they have published in Karger open-access journals. Karger has also enlisted the services of Figshare to assure a consistent, user-friendly visualization, independent of size and format, of supplementary material which accompanies many Karger articles.

Ensuring discoverability and visibility of published material forms a central part of a publisher's duties. So does assisting authors in their endeavor to further publicize their work. Karger Publishers has enlisted the help of two new expert partners: their innovative solutions will allow Karger to further enhance the service and support it offers to its authors.

Thanks to Kudos, authors of articles published in a Karger open-access journal will now be able to expand the reach and impact of their work. By providing a hub for resources and topics related to their research output, this award-winning platform helps researchers increase the overall discoverability of their research and offers a simple yet effective way to track the impact of their articles. Authors are invited to create a profile of their work and explain it in plain language. Thus, more interest in their research results is generated, also in a wider audience outside their discipline.

The number of articles with supplementary material ranging from tables, figures and images to audio and video files in a variety of forms and formats is constantly growing. Authors, funders, and readers require secure and constant access to citable material. The online digital repository Figshare ensures that all new supplementary material at Karger will be provided with a unique DOI number and will consequently be discoverable as well as citable independently as well as in the context of the Karger article it complements. Data uploaded to Figshare are presented in a visually appealing and consistent way and, regardless of the original format, size, or medium, can be easily accessed by readers.

Independent and family-run, Karger Publishers strives to always keep up with the latest technological developments. Throughout its 126 years of business, the company has been known to listen to its clients and partners, turning their needs into milestones in the evolution of Karger services.

Kudos
Kudos is a web-based service helping researchers as well as their institutions and funders to maximize visibility and impact of their articles. The platform is geared towards sharing and discovering published contents across the web and social networks and to measure and monitor the effects. The plain language explanations the authors provide increase chances of the article being read both within and outside the scientific community.
For further information: www.growkudos.com

Figshare
Figshare is a research data management tool for researchers, academic institutions, and publishers. The platform allows any file format to be presented and visualized in a customized browser so that illustrative figures, data, and other file sets, diverse audio visual media, papers, posters, and presentations can be disseminated in a way that complements traditional scholarly publishing technologies. Figshare is a portfolio company of Digital Science.
For more information: www.figshare.com
Karger Publishers
Karger Publishers in Basel, Switzerland, is a globally active medical and scientific publishing company. Independent and family-run in the fourth generation by Gabriella Karger, the company is dedicated to serving the information needs of the scientific community with publications of high-quality content, covering all fields of medical science. The publication program comprises 50 new books per year, 100 peer-reviewed journals and a growing number of open-access publications. Karger content is published predominantly in English, with a strong focus on basic and clinical research, and is in general available online.

For further information: www.karger.com
Kudos at Karger: www.karger.com/Info/Kudos
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